The Big Picture:
How were Red GCs in Giant E/S0's formed?
• During Gas-rich Mergers?
-IMF steep enough for GCs to survive to old age?
-Metallicities OK?
-GCLF: PL → Gaussian?
-Yielding high enough S N ?
• Multi-phase Collapse?
• Accretion of dwarfs? Are the metallicities of the new GCs right? Brodie et al. 1998 Schweizer & Seitzer 1998
• Hard to measure accurately at age of ~0. Testing the Merger Scenario:
Insights from evolved merger remnants NGC 1316 (Goudfrooij et al. 2001a,b) NGC 3610 (Whitmore et al. 1997 (Whitmore et al. , 2002 NGC 1700 
